September 9 – IEC ED Covid-19 Sharing Session

Below are resources and quick notes discussed on the zoom meeting.
Notes

Events
• Two chapters reported on their recent golf tournaments
o One chapter did registration as members dropped off their clubs and would guide them to
their golf carts. The chapter found this to be less laborious than in previous years.
o This same chapter sold all of their sponsorships within the first 24 hours.
o The other chapter had everything contactless with only the team captain doing the check-in.
o This other chapter did awards, and team photos. Trophies were passed out, but the winning
team grabbed their own trophy. There was no hand-off of trophies. Chapter ED wore a face
mask during the photo, although team members may have chosen not to wear a face mask
during the photo.
o This same chapter also did door prizes. They had a description of the prizes and sponsor on
posters but used an app to select winning number. Winners were announced on a whiteboard.
o Chapter was also able to raise $2,000 for the PAC.
UV Lights
• It was asked if any chapters have looked further into these lights.
• One chapter said they have an appointment scheduled with a company and will report back to the
group. If the company is able to provide chapters a good deal, the ED will put the company in contact
with IEC National to possibly join as a national partner.
• One ED shared that his knowledge of UV lights that it will kill off diseases in the ducts but can be
dangerous as one is not supposed to directly look at them.
• This site has an example of a type of UV Light - https://exxonlighting.erpnext.com/wall-packswashers/60w-120v-quartz-uvc-tube-254nm-e39-base-osbjx
Technology for Apprentices
•
•

•

One chapter sent a survey to its apprentices and found that many were using their phone number to
connect to class.
The chapter’s foundation will be purchasing tablets for those apprentices in need. They had decided to
purchase Lenovo Smart Tab tablets that cost around $100. Although chapter is encouraging the
contractor company to purchase the necessary technology for their apprentices.
There is still a concern for data connectivity.

Covid-19 Fatigue
•
•
•

A few of the EDs expressed feeling covid fatigue. Many have been working non-stop since March
without taking a day off.
One ED encouraged EDs to take a day off to rest and re-energize.
Another ED suggested that EDs go out and safely enjoy the outdoors.

AOY Competition
•

The group asked if IEC National can send some guidelines so they can prepare logistics for the
competition.
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